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Reflectionless CMV matrices are studied using scattering theory. By changing a single Verblunsky
coefficient, a full-line CMV matrix can be decoupled and written as the sum of two half-line operators.
Explicit formulas for the scattering matrix associated to the coupled and decoupled operators are derived.
In particular, it is shown that a CMV matrix is reflectionless iff the scattering matrix is off-diagonal which
in turns provides a short proof of an important result of [1]. These developments parallel those recently
obtained for Jacobi matrices [10].
1 Introduction
CMV matrices comprise a certain class of unitary operators acting on the full- and half-lattices ℓ2pZq and
ℓ2pNq, and admit a special five-diagonal matrix representation in the usual position-space basis of these
Hilbert spaces. Since the seminal work of Cantero, Moral and Vela´zquez [2], CMV matrices have been
the subject of a considerable amount of research and a large literature has arisen; we refer the reader to the
monograph [16] and the references therein for further information.
The half-lattice operators enjoy a close relationship with the trigonometric moment problem and finite
Borel measures on the unit circle; for a complete account we again refer the reader to [16]. From the point
of view of operator theory, CMV matrices are, in a sense, the universal example of a unitary operator on a
Hilbert space with a cyclic vector - that is, any unitary operator with a cyclic vector is unitarily equivalent
to a half-lattice CMV matrix acting on ℓ2pNq.
Many of the properties of CMV matrices and developments in the subject have parallels occuring in the
study of Jacobi matrices. Indeed, the original motivation of [2] was to find the analog of the Jacobi matrix
for orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle. Jacobi matrices are self-adjoint operators acting on the full-
and half-lattices and admit a special tri-diagonal representation in the position-space basis of these Hilbert
spaces. Jacobi matrices enjoy a close relationship with the moment problem and finite Borel measures on
the line and any bounded self-adjoint operator with a cyclic vector is unitarily equivalent to a half-lattice
Jacobi matrix. Of course, the analogy between the two classes of operators is much deeper than the brief
description given here; one of the themes of the current paper will be to further develop the parallel between
Jacobi and CMV matrices.
In the work [10], the authors explored the connection between reflectionless Jacobi matrices and scat-
tering theory. The motivation there comes from the role played by Jacobi matrices in the study of the
nonequilibrium statistical mechanics of the electronic black box model [11]. In order to properly place
the current work in context, we allow ourselves a short digression and elaborate on this point. The con-
nection with the electronic black box model is as follows. If J is a Jacobi matrix, let Jl and Jr be the
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restrictions of J with Dirichlet boundary conditions to the left and right half spaces hl :“ ℓ2p´8,´1s
and hr :“ ℓ2r1,8q. The pairs phl, Jlq and phr, Jrq are thought of as the single-particle Hilbert spaces and
Hamiltonians of two infinitely extended Fermionic reservoirs (of course, one must take the Fock space and
associated many-particle Hamiltonian to arrive at a complete quantum mechanical description of the reser-
voirs but this is unimportant for the discussion here). The site 0 in ℓ2pZq (i.e., ℓ2pt0uq – C) is thought of
as a quantum dot placed in between the two reservoirs and is associated with an energy λ given by the 0th
diagonal matrix element of J . The decoupled electronic black box is then described by the single-particle
Hamiltonian
J0 “ Jl ` Jr ` λδ0xδ0, ¨y
and single particle Hilbert space ℓ2pZq. By connecting the left and right reservoirs to the central quantum
dot, one obtains the full-line Jacobi matrix J which is then the single-particle Hamiltonian of the coupled
electronic black box model. The picture to have in mind here is that of two semi-infinite wires connected
via a small central quantum system.
If initially the left and right reservoirs are at thermal and chemical equilibrium at different temperatures
and chemical potentials, a non-trivial heat and charge flux arises in the large time limit under the quantum
dynamics induced by the coupled Hamiltonian J . From the point of view of nonequilibrium statistical
mechanics, it is then perfectly natural to study the scattering theory of the pair pJ, J0q. For example,
the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism relates the values of the steady state energy and charge fluxes and the
associated full counting statistics to the elements of the scattering matrix of the pair pJ, J0q. We refer the
reader to the lecture notes [9, 12] for more details.
In the study of the electronic black box model, a special role is played by reflectionless Jacobi matrices
[11]. Additionally, (and independently of any studies of the electronic black box model) reflectionless
Jacobi matrices have attracted considerable attention within the spectral theory community - we refer the
reader to [17, 19]. Reflectionless Jacobi matrices are usually equivalently defined via the vanishing of the
real part of the boundary values of the diagonal elements of the Green’s function or in terms of the Weylm-
functions. A dynamical interpretation of the reflectionless property was given in[1], building on the ideas of
[4]. A Jacobi matrix is said to be dynamically reflectionless if the states that are concentrated asymptotically
on the left of ℓ2pZq in the ‘distant past’ (corresponding to the time evolution under the quantum dynamics
induced by J via the action of eitJ ) are precisely those that are concentrated asymptotically on the right
in the distant future. It was then proven in [1] that this dynamical interpretation coincides with the usual
definition of reflectionless Jacobi matrices.
While the scattering theory of the pair pJ, J0q arises in the study of the electronic black box model,
it is virtually absent from the literature on Jacobi matrices (however, we should mention here that the
connection between the m-functions and scattering theory appeared in a slightly different form in [5, 6] in
the context of Schro¨dinger operators on the line). The connection between reflectionless Jacobi matrices
and the electronic black box model is the fact that certain formulas describing the fluctuations of entropy
production drastically simplify and become identical if and only if the scattering matrix of the pair pJ, J0q
is off-diagonal (we refer the reader to [11] for a complete discussion). These observations prompted the
study of the relationship between the scattering matrix and reflectionless Jacobi matrices in [10]. From
exact formulas it is easy to see that the scattering matrix is off-diagonal iff J is reflectionless. In addition,
elementary manipulations using the wave operators shows that the scattering matrix is off-diagonal iff J is
dynamically reflectionless, thus providing a short and alternative proof of the main result of [1].
In parallel to the Jacobi case, reflectionless CMV matrices are defined via a certain identity involving
what are the CMV analog of the Jacobim-functions. Dynamically reflectionless CMV matrices are defined
analogously to the Jacobi case (note that now the ‘distant past’ or ‘distant future’ corresponds to the discrete
time evolution induced by Cn instead of eitJ where C is the CMV matrix in question). The methods of [1]
also allowed them to prove that dynamically reflectionless CMV matrices are the same as reflectionless
CMV matrices (in fact, they also establish this for Schro¨dinger operators on the line).
The purpose of the current paper is therefore as follows: we would like to extend the methodology of
[10] to cover the CMV case and recover the result of [1]. As in the Jacobi case, one can decouple a given
full-line CMV matrix C into the direct sum of two half-line operators Cl and Cr for which the difference
C´ Cl‘ Cr is finite rank (here we should mention that the relationship between the decoupled and coupled
CMV matrices was previously studied in [3] where the choice of decoupling guaranteeing that C´ Cl‘ Cr
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is of minimal rank was determined). We compute the scattering matrix of this pair of operators. From this
formula it follows immediately that a CMV matrix is reflectionless iff the scattering matrix is off-diagonal.
Moreover, the simple proof of [10] that a Jacobi matrix is dynamically reflectionless iff the scattering
matrix is off-diagonal carries over without change, and the result of [1] follows at once.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we state our main results and also review
the prerequisites required to state our results and proofs. In Section 3 we prove that a CMV matrix is
dynamically reflectionless iff the scattering matrix is off-diagonal. In Section 4 we compute the scattering
matrix. In the appendix we summarize the various elements of the Weyl-Titschmarsh theory for CMV
operators which are required for our proofs.
Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to Vojkan Jaksˇic´ for enlightening discussions and useful
comments on a first draft of this paper. All three authors acknowledge partial support from NSERC. Part of
the work of B.L. was completed during a visit to McGill University; B.L. would like to extend his thanks
to the math department at McGill for their hospitality.
2 Main results
2.1 Preliminaries
A full-line or full-lattice CMV matrix C is a unitary operator acting on ℓ2pZq. In the canonical basis
tδkukPZ, consisting of vectors δk which are 1 at the site k and 0 otherwise, C takes the form
C :“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 ´α0ρ´1 ´Ěα´1α0 ´α1ρ0 ρ0ρ1 0 0 0
0 ρ´1ρ0 Ěα´1ρ0 ´Ďα0α1 Ďα0ρ1 0 0 0
0 0 0 ´α2ρ1 ´Ďα1α2 ´α3ρ2 ρ2ρ3 0
0 0 0 ρ1ρ2 Ďα1ρ2 ´Ďα2α3 Ďα2ρ3 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(2.1)
where tαkukPZ is a sequence of complex numbers contained in the open unit disc D Ď C and ρk “a
1´ |αk|2. Above, the kth diagonal element is given by ´Ďαkαk`1.
If we formally set αn “ 1 (so that ρn “ 0) in (2.1), then C splits into the direct sum of two half-line
CMV matrices which act on the subspaces ℓ2p´8, n´1s and ℓ2rn,8q. We denote these half-line operators
by Cplqn´1 and C
prq
n and define
H “ ℓ2pZq, Hplqn “ ℓ
2pp´8, nsq, Hprqn “ ℓ
2prn,8qq
so that Cpl{rqn acts unitarily on Hpl{rqn . We define the decoupled operator
Cn “ C
plq
n´1 ` C
prq
n .
For z P CzBD, let
mpl{rqn pzq :“ ¯l{r
C
δn,
˜
C
pl{rq
n ` z
C
pl{rq
n ´ z
¸
δn
G
. (2.2)
Here, ¯l{r is a ´ for l and a ` for r. By the spectral theorem, m
pl{rq
n is of the form
mpl{rqn pzq “ ¯l{r
ż
eiθ ` z
eiθ ´ z
dµpl{rqn pθq
where µpl{rqn is the spectral measure of the pair pCpl{rqn , δnq. For Lebesgue a.e. θ P r0, 2πs, the boundary
values
mpl{rqn pe
iθq :“ lim
rÕ1
mpl{rqn pre
iθq (2.3)
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exist and satisfy [16]
Re
”
mpl{rqn pe
iθq
ı
“ ¯l{r
dµ
pl{rq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq. (2.4)
Here, the RHS is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the absolutely continuous part of µpl{rqn with respect to
the normalized Lebesgue measure on BD (denoted dµ0 “ p2πq´1dθ). Whenever we write mpl{rqn peiθq we
assume that the boundary values exist and are finite.
We define the Green’s function for C to be
Gijpzq “
B
δi,
ˆ
1
C ´ z
˙
δj
F
. (2.5)
The boundary values are denoted by Gijpeiθq and are defined as in (2.3). They exist and are finite for
Lebesgue a.e. θ P r0, 2πs.
2.2 Scattering theory for CMV matrices
Using the same proof as in the self-adjoint case, one can establish a unitary version of Pearson’s theorem
[15]. Consequently, as the difference C ´ Cn is finite rank, the wave operators
w
pnq
˘ “ s´ lim
mÑ˘8
C
´m
C
m
n PacpCnq (2.6)
exist and are complete. Here, completeness means that Ranwpnq˘ “ HacpCq. We use PacpUq to denote the
projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace for a unitary U , and HacpUq :“ PacpUqH.
The scattering matrix
spnq “ pw
pnq
` q
˚w
pnq
´
is a unitary operator on HacpCnq. By the spectral theorem, the subspace HacpCnq may be identified with
HacpCnq “ L
2pBD, dµ
plq
n´1,acq ‘ L
2pBD, dµprqn,acq.
The elements of HacpCnq are C2-valued functions on BD and the inner product can be written as
xf, gy “
ż
xVnfpθq, Vngpθqy2dµ0pθq
for f, g P HacpCnq. Here, x¨, ¨y2 denotes the standard inner product on C2 and Vn is the 2ˆ 2 matrix
Vnpθq “
¨˚
˚˝
c
dµ
plq
n´1,ac
dµ0
pθq 0
0
c
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq
‹˛‹‚. (2.7)
Multiplication by Vnpθq is a unitary operator, which we also denote by Vn, from HacpCnq to VnHacpCnq,
and the operator s acts on VnHacpCnq by
pspnqfqpθq “ spnqpθqfpθq,
i.e., by multiplication by a unitary 2ˆ 2 matrix
spnqpθq “
˜
s
pnq
ll pθq s
pnq
lr pθq
s
pnq
rl pθq s
pnq
rr pθq
¸
. (2.8)
The motivation for the introduction of the transformation Vn is that the matrix spnqpθq is unitary with
respect to the standard inner product on C2 for every θ. Explicitly, the space VnHacpCnq is the Hilbert
space
VnHacpCnq “ L
2pBD, η
plq
n´1pθqdµ0pθqq ‘ L
2pBD, ηprqn pθqdµ0pθqq
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where the function ηpl{rqn is the characteristic function of the set
Σpl{rqn :“
#
θ :
dµ
pl{rq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq ą 0
+
. (2.9)
Note that the set Σpl{rqn is only defined up to sets of Lebesgue measure 0 and is an essential support of the
absolutely continuous spectrum of Cpl{rqn .
In this paper we give a proof of the following formula for the scattering matrix:
Theorem 2.1. The scattering matrix for the pair pC, Cnq acts by multiplication by a unitary 2 ˆ 2 matrix
as defined in (2.8) where
s
pnq
ll pθq “ 1` p1 ´ Ďαn ´ ρ´1n´1 @pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn´2, pC ´ Cnq˚δn´1Dqdµplqn´1,acdµ0 pθq
s
pnq
lr pθq “ pρn ´ ρ
´1
n´1
@
pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn´2, pC ´ Cnq
˚δn
D
q
d
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq
dµ
plq
n´1,ac
dµ0
pθq
s
pnq
rl pθq “ p´ρn ` ρ
´1
n`1
@
pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnq
˚δn´1
D
q
d
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq
dµ
plq
n´1,ac
dµ0
pθq
spnqrr pθq “ 1` p1 ´ αn ` ρ
´1
n`1
@
pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnq
˚δn
D
q
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq
if n is even and
s
pnq
ll pθq “ 1` p1 ´ Ďαn ´ ρ´1n´1 @pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn´1, pC ´ Cnq˚δn´2Dqdµplqn´1,acdµ0 pθq
s
pnq
lr pθq “ p´ρn ` ρ
´1
n`1
@
pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn´1, pC ´ Cnq
˚δn`1
D
q
d
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq
dµ
plq
n´1,ac
dµ0
pθq
s
pnq
rl pθq “ pρn ´ ρn´1
@
pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn, pC ´ Cnq
˚δn´2
D
q
d
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq
dµ
plq
n´1,ac
dµ0
pθq
spnqrr pθq “ 1` p1 ´ αn ` ρ
´1
n`1
@
pC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn, pC ´ Cnq
˚δn`1
D
q
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq
if n is odd.
2.3 Reflectionless CMV matrices
Following the notation of [8], we define for z P CzBD,
M prqn pzq :“ m
prq
n pzq, M
plq
n pzq :“
Rep1` αnq ` iImp1´ αnqm
plq
n´1pzq
iImp1` αnq ` Rep1´ αnqm
plq
n´1pzq
,
xM prqn pzq :“ Rep1` αn`1q ´ iImp1` αn`1qmprqn`1pzq
´iImp1 ´ αn`1q ` Rep1´ αn`1qm
prq
n`1pzq
, xM plqn pzq :“ mplqn pzq
and the radial limits M pl{rqn peiθq and xM pl{rqn peiθq as above.
Let e Ď BD be a Borel set. A CMV matrix is called reflectionless on e if
M plqn pe
iθq “ ´ĎM prqn peiθq (2.10)
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holds for Lebesgue a.e. eiθ P e and any n. It is known [7] that for Lebesgue a.e. eiθ (2.10) holds for one n
iff it holds for all n. It follows directly from the definitions that (2.10) is equivalent to
xM plqn´1peiθq “ ´ĎxM prqn´1peiθq.
An elementary computation will yield
Proposition 2.2. The diagonal elements of the scattering matrix are given by
sllpθq “
ĎxM prqn´1 ` xM plqn´1ĎxM prqn´1 ´ ĎxM plqn´1 , srrpθq “
ĎM plqn `M prqnĎM plqn ´ ĎM prqn
As a corollary, we immediately obtain
Theorem 2.3. A CMV matrix is reflectionless on e if and only if the scattering matrix is off-diagonal for
any choice of the decoupling n (and hence all choices n) and Lebesgue a.e. eiθ P e.
Let us now discuss the definition of a dynamically reflectionless CMV matrix. The ideas presented here
were originally developed in [4] for Schro¨dinger operators on the line and were built upon (and extended
to the Jacobi and CMV cases) in [1]. We define χplqn as the characteristic function of p´8, n´ 1s and χprqn
as that of rn,8q. The asymptotic spaces
H
˘
l :“
"
ϕ P HacpCq : @n, lim
mÑ˘8
||χprqn C
mϕ|| “ 0
*
consist of states concentrated asymptotically on the left in the distant future/past. There is of course an
analogous definition of H˘r in which χ
prq
n is replaced by χplqn . The following theorem is due to [4] in the
case of Schro¨dinger operators on the line, but the proof extends easily to the case of Jacobi and CMV
matrices. We include the CMV proof for completeness and later reference.
Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 3.3 of [4]). We have the following decomposition of the absolutely continuous
subspace of C:
HacpCq “ H
`
l ‘H
`
r “ H
´
l ‘H
´
r
Proof. Define
P˘l “ s´ lim
mÑ˘8
C
´mχplqn C
mPacpCq, P
˘
r “ s´ lim
mÑ˘8
C
´mχprqn C
mPacpCq.
The theory of [4] regarding asymptotic projections is easily adapted to the unitary setting, and as a conse-
quence the above strong limits exist. Moreover, their definition does not depend on the choice of n. A com-
putation using the fact that the P˘
l{r commute with the spectral projections for C shows that pP˘l{rq˚ “ P˘l{r
and pP˘
l{rq
2 “ P˘
l{r . It then follows directly from the definition of H
˘
l{r that P
˘
l{r is in fact the orthogonal
projection onto H˘
l{r. The theorem follows from the identity
PacpCq “ C
´mχplqn C
mPacpCq ` C
´mχprqn C
mPacpCq
which holds @m.
The following definition appeared first in [1]. A CMV matrix C is dynamically reflectionless on a
Borel set e Ď BD if up to a set of measure zero, e is contained in the essential support of the absolutely
continuous spectrum of C (equivalently, this can be stated by demanding that any Borel e1 Ď e with
Pe1pCqPacpCq “ 0 has Lebesgue measure 0) and
PepCqrH
`
l s “ PepCqrH
´
r s.
In Section 3 we will prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.5. A CMV matrix is dynamically reflectionless on a Borel set e if and only if the scattering
matrix is off-diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. eiθ P e.
As a consequence of this and Theorem 2.3 we immediately obtain the main result of [1] regarding the
equivalence of the different notions of reflection in CMV matrices:
Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 4.1 of [1]). A CMV matrix is dynamically reflectionless on e if and only if it is
reflectionless on e in the usual sense of the equality of the M -functions in (2.10).
3 Proof of Theorem 2.5
In this section we prove that a CMV matrix is dynamically reflectionless if and only if the scattering matrix
spnqpθq is off-diagonal for any (and hence every) n. The proof is essentially the same as that in [10]. Recall
the definitions of Σpl{rqn in (2.9). Note that E :“ Σplqn´1 Y Σprqn is an essential support of the a.c. spectrum
of C. We observe from Theorem 2.1 that if the scattering matrix is off-diagonal on e then the Lebesgue
measure of ezE is 0. It follows from unitarity of the scattering matrix (or directly from the formulas in
Proposition 2.2) that sllpθq vanishes iff srrpθq vanishes. We have thus obtained the following criteria for
the off-diagonality of the scattering matrix:
Lemma 3.1. For any n, the scattering matrix spnq is off-diagonal for Lebesgue a.e. eiθ P e if and only if
|ezE | “ 0 and
sllpθq “ 0 for Lebesgue a.e. eiθ P eX Σplqn´1, srrpθq “ 0 for Lebesgue a.e. eiθeX Σprqn .
Proof of Theorem 2.5: The key observation is that
P˘
l{r “ s´ lim
mÑ˘8
C
´mχpl{rqn C
mPacpCq “ s´ lim
mÑ˘8
C
´m
C
m
n χ
pl{rq
n C
´m
n C
mPacpCq “ w˘χ
pl{rq
n w
˚
˘.
For any f, g P HacpCq we see that
xf, PepCqP
`
l P
´
l gy “ xf, PepCqw`χ
plq
n w
˚
`w´χ
plq
n w
˚
´gy
“ xPepCnqw
˚
`f, χ
plq
n s
pnqχplqn w
˚
´gy
where above we have used the intertwining property of the wave operators. This inner product can be
written as ż
e
Ğrw˚`f slpθqsllpθqrw˚´gspθqdµplqn´1,acpθq
where we have written
w˚˘ϕ “ rw
˚
˘ϕsl ‘ rw
˚
˘ϕsr P HacpCnq “ L
2pBD, dµ
plq
n´1,acq ‘ L
2pBD, dµprqn,acq
for ϕ “ f, g. Since Ranw˘ “ HacpCnq we see that
PepCqP
`
l P
´
l “ 0 ðñ sllpθq “ 0 for Lebesgue a.e. e
iθ P eX Σ
plq
n´1.
This, together with the same statement for srr and Lemma 3.1, yields Theorem 2.5.
4 Scattering matrix computations
In this section we give the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2. We first compute the action of the
wave operators. The following is adapted from [10, 14] in which the computation for the Jacobi case was
carried out, which in turn was adapted from [9] where the same computation for the Wigner-Weisskopf
atom appeared.
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Proposition 4.1. The adjoints of the wave operators wpnq˘ for the pair pC, Cnq as defined in (2.6) act on
HacpCq by the formula
pw
pnq
˘ q
˚g “
”
pw
pnq
˘ q
˚g
ı
l
‘
”
pw
pnq
˘ q
˚g
ı
r
where ”
pw
pnq
˘ q
˚g
ı
l{r
pθq :“ rPacpC
pl{rq
pn´1q{nqgspθq ´ limtÒ1
xpC ´ Cnq
˚δpn´1q{n, pC ´ t
¯1eiθq´1gy
if n is even and”
pw
pnq
˘ q
˚g
ı
l{r
pθq :“ rPacpC
pl{rq
pn´1q{nqgspθq
˘l{r e
iθρ´1pn´1q{pn`1q limtÒ1
xpC ´ Cnq
˚δpn´2q{pn`1q, pC ´ t
¯1eiθq´1gy
if n is odd. Above, ˘l{r is a ` for l and a ´ for r.
Proof. We will compute pwpnq´ q˚. The computation for pw
pnq
` q
˚ is identical. Fix f P HacpCnq and g P H.
Then,
xf, pw
pnq
´ q
˚gy “ xw
pnq
´ f, gy
“ lim
mÑ8
xCmC´mn PacpCnqf, gy
“ lim
mÑ8
xf, Cmn C
´mgy.
From the identity
AmB´m ´ 1 “
m´1ÿ
k“0
AkpA´BqB´k´1
we have
xf, Cmn C
´mgy “ xf, gy ´
m´1ÿ
k“0
xf, CknpC ´ CnqC
´k´1gy.
Since the limit mÑ8 exists for the sum on the RHS we may replace it by its Abel sum and obtain
lim
mÑ8
m´1ÿ
k“0
xf, CknpC ´ CnqC
´k´1gy “ lim
tÒ1
8ÿ
k“0
tkxf, CknpC ´ CnqC
´k´1gy
Suppose for the moment that n is even. Then the range of pC ´ Cnq is only the two vectors δn´1 and δn
and so we can rewrite the limit on the RHS as
lim
tÒ1
Hlptq `Hrptq,
where,
Hl{rptq “
8ÿ
k“0
tkxf, Cknδl{ryxδl{r, pC ´ CnqC
´k´1gy
and δl{r “ δpn´1q{n. Evaluating the first inner product, this equals
Hl{rptq “
8ÿ
k“0
tk
„ż Ěfl{rpθqeikθdµpl{rqpn´1q{n,acpθq xδl{r, pC ´ CnqC´k´1gy
“
8ÿ
k“0
ż Ěfl{rpθqxδl{r , pC ´ CnqpteiθC´1qkC´1gydµpl{rqpn´1q{n,acpθq
“
ż Ěfl{rpθqxpC ´ Cnq˚δl{r, pC ´ teiθq´1gydµpl{rqpn´1q{n,acpθq.
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The interchange of summation and integral in the last line is justified by Fubini, and we have used the
geometric series formula. We now argue that for f in a certain dense set the limit in t can be interchanged
with the integral. The sequence of functions
hl{rpte
iθq :“ xpC ´ Cnq
˚δl{r, pC ´ te
iθq´1gy
converges pointwise a.e. as t Ò 1 to a function we denote by hl{rpeiθq. By Egoroff’s theorem there are
measureable sets Lj and Rj with Lebesgue measure less than j´1 on the complement of which hlpteiθq
and hrpteiθq converge uniformly. Suppose that f is an element of the set
tfl ‘ fr : Dj, k s.t. fl “ 0 on Lj, fr “ 0 on Rku
which is dense in HacpCnq. By the uniform convergence there exists a constant Cf s.t. the inequality
|fl{rpθqphl{rpte
iθq ´ hl{rpe
iθqq| ď Cf |fl{rpθq| P L
1pBD, dµ
pl{rq
pn´1q{n,acq
holds for all θ and all t close enough to 1. By dominated convergence,
lim
tÒ1
ż
|fl{rpθq||hl{rpte
iθq ´ hl{rpe
iθq|dµ
pl{rq
pn´1q{n,acpθq “ 0.
Together with the fact that hl{rfl{r is in L1 (as hl{r is bounded on the set on which fl{r is nonzero) this
allows us to conclude that the formula
xf, pw
pnq
´ q
˚gy “
ż sflpθqpglpθq ´ xpC ´ Cnq˚δn´1, pC ´ eiθq´1gyqdµplqn´1,acpθq
`
ż sfrpθqpgrpθq ´ xpC ´ Cnq˚δn, pC ´ eiθq´1gydµprqn,acpθq
holds for the dense set of f given above, and the claim for n even follows.
In the case n odd, the range of pC´Cnq is the four vectors δn´2, δn´1, δn, δn`1. The same computation
as in the even case works, except now hl{r is the sum of two terms, one with δl{r appearing and the
other with δn´2 or δn`1. To complete the computation, one needs to express δpn´2q{pn`1q in the space
L2pR, dµ
pl{rq
pn´1q{n,acq:
δn`1pθq “
1
ρn`1
`
eiθ ` αn`1
˘
, δn´2pθq “
´1
ρn´1
`
eiθ ` Ęαn´1˘ .
The two terms appearing in each of the hl{r then simplify to one term after using the identities
pC ´ Cnq
˚δn “ ´
Ęαn`1
ρn`1
pC ´ Cnq
˚δn`1, pC ´ Cnq
˚δn´1 “
αn´1
ρn´1
pC ´ Cnq
˚δn´2
and the stated formulas are easily seen to follow.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let f and g be given elements of HacpCnq. We see that
xf,
´
spnq ´ 1
¯
gy “ xf,
´
pw
pnq
` q
˚w
pnq
´ ´ pw
pnq
´ q
˚w
pnq
´
¯
gy
“ lim
mÑ8
x
`
C
´m
C
m
n ´ C
m
C
´m
n
˘
f, w
pnq
´ gy
“ ´ lim
mÑ8
m´1ÿ
k“´m
xCkpC ´ CnqC
´k´1
n f, w
pnq
´ gy
“ ´ lim
tÒ1
ÿ
kPZ
t|k|xCkpC ´ CnqC
´k´1
n f, w
pnq
´ gy. (4.11)
The second-to-last line follows from the identity
A´mBm ´AmB´m “
m´1ÿ
k“´m
AkpB ´AqB´k´1
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and the last line by replacing the limit with its Abel sum. Suppose first that n is even. Then the domain of
C ´ Cn consists of the vectors δn´2, δn´1, δn, δn`1 and so we can write,
xCkpC ´ CnqC
´k´1
n f, w
pnq
´ gy “
n`1ÿ
j“n´2
xC´k´1n f, δjyxpC ´ Cnqδj , C
´kw
pnq
´ gy
“
n`1ÿ
j“n´2
xC´k´1n f, δjyxpw
pnq
´ q
˚pC ´ Cnqδj , C
´k
n gy
with the second equality following from the intertwining property of the wave operators. We substitute this
into (4.11) and expand the inner products that contain f . Using the two formulas
δn`1 “
1
ρn`1
pC´1n ` Ęαn`1qδn, δn´2 “ ´1ρn´1 pC´1n ` αn´1qδn´1
we obtain,
xf,
´
spnq ´ 1
¯
gy
“ ´ lim
tÒ1
ÿ
kPZ
t|k|
"ż sflpθqeipk`1qθ ˆ „xpwpnq´ q˚pC ´ Cnqδn´1, C´kn gy
`
´αn´1 ´ e
´iθ
ρn´1
xpw
pnq
´ q
˚pC ´ Cnqδn´2, C
´k
n gy

dµ
plq
n´1,acpθq
`
ż sfrpθqeipk`1qθ ˆ „xpwpnq´ q˚pC ´ Cnqδn, C´kn gy
`
Ęαn`1 ` e´iθ
ρn`1
xpw
pnq
´ q
˚pC ´ Cnqδn`1, C
´k
n gy

dµprqn,acpθq
*
“ ´ lim
tÒ1
ÿ
kPZ
t|k|
"ż
´sflpθqeikθρ´1n´1xpwpnq´ q˚pC ´ Cnqδn´2, C´kn gydµplqn´1,acpθq
`
ż sfrpθqeikθρ´1n`1xpwpnq´ q˚pC ´ Cnqδn`1, C´kn gydµprqn,acpθq*.
The second equality follows from the identities
pC ´ Cnqδn “
´αn`1
ρn`1
pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnqδn´1 “
Ęαn´1
ρn´1
pC ´ Cnqδn´2
which are easily verified. For the sake of simplicity let us focus only on the second integral in the expression
we have just computed. The formulas for the adjoints of the wave operators and Fubini’s theorem yieldsÿ
kPZ
t|k|
ż sfrpθqeikθρ´1n`1xpwpnq´ q˚pC ´ Cnqδn`1, C´kn gydµprqn,acpθq
“
ż ż sfrpθqglpθ1qpρn ´ ρ´1n`1xpC ´ eiθ1q´1pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnq˚δn´1yq
ˆ
«ÿ
kPZ
t|k|eikpθ´θ
1q
ff
dµ
plq
n´1,acpθ
1qdµprqn,acpθq
`
ż ż sfrpθqgrpθ1qppαn ´ 1q ´ ρ´1n`1xpC ´ eiθ1q´1pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnq˚δnyq
ˆ
«ÿ
kPZ
t|k|eikpθ´θ
1q
ff
dµprqn,acpθ
1qdµprqn,acpθq.
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Again, let us for the sake of simplicity focus on the second double integral. Computing the sum, this equalsż ż sfrpθqgrpθ1qPtpθ ´ θ1q
ˆ ppαn ´ 1q ´ ρ
´1
n`1xpC ´ e
iθ1q´1pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnq
˚δnyqdµ
prq
n,acpθ
1qdµprqn,acpθq (4.12)
where
Ptpϕq “
1´ t2
1´ 2t cospϕq ` t2
is the Poisson kernel. Define
Lj “ tθ :
dµ
prq
n,ac
dµ0
pθq ď ju
and suppose that fr is in the dense set
t
ď
j
tf : supp f Ď Ljuu X L
8pBD, dµ0q.
Denote momentarily
W pθq “ grpθqpαn ´ 1´ ρ
´1
n`1xpC ´ e
iθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnq
˚δnyq
dµ
prq
n,acpθq
dµ0
pθq.
The function W pθq is in L1pBD, dµ0q and as a result the convolution Pt ‹W converges strongly in L1 to
W pθq as t Ò 1 (see, for example, [18] or [13]). It follows by Ho¨lder’s inequality that the double integral in
(4.12) converges as t Ò 1 toż sfrpθqgrpθqpαn ´ 1´ xpC ´ eiθq´1pC ´ Cnqδn`1, pC ´ Cnq˚δnyqdµprqn,ac
dµ0
pθqdµprqn,acpθq
as long as fr is in the dense set above. This argument is easily adapted to include the terms we ignored
above, and we see that we have derived the formula in Theorem 2.1 in the case n even and f in the dense
set appearing above. We conclude the theorem in the case n even.
When n is odd the same proof holds with a few minor modifications. One arrives at
xf, pspnq ´ 1qgy “
´ lim
tÒ1
ÿ
kPZ
t|k|
`
xC´k´1n f, δn´1yxw
˚
´pC ´ Cnqδn´1, C
´k
n gy ` xC
´k´1
n f, δnyxw
˚
´pC ´ Cnqδn, C
´k
n gy
˘
.
In order to express the inner products involving g as integrals, one requires the following expressions of
the relevant vectors as elements of HacpCq “ L2pBD, dµplqn´1,acq ‘ L2pBD, dµ
prq
n,acq:
pC ´ Cnqδn´1 “ rpαn ´ 1qe
iθs ‘ rρne
iθs, pC ´ Cnqδn “ r´e
iθρns ‘ rpĎα1 ´ 1qeiθs
The remainder of the proof is unchanged.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We consider first srr in the case n even. In the following we suppress the
arguments in some of the notation, and write M prqn “ M prqn peiθq, upl{rqk “ u
pl{rq
k pe
iθ, nq, where upl{rq and
vpl{rq are solutions to the eigenvalue equation as defined in the appendix. From Theorem 2.1 and (2.4) we
have
srrpθq “ 1`
“
1´ αn `
@
pC ´ eiθq´1pρnδn`1 ` pĎαn ´ 1qδnq,
ρnpρn´1δn´2 ` αn´1δn´1q ` pαn ´ 1qp´Ęαn`1δn ` ρn`1δn`1qD‰M prqn ` ĎM prqn
2
.
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Using Lemma A.1 with the choice of k0 “ n, this becomes
1` p1 ´ αn ´
eiθpM
prq
n ` ĎM prqn q
4pĎM prqn ´ ĎM plqn q
“
ρnpρn´1suplqn´2 ` αn´1suplqn´1qpρnsvprqn´1 ` pαn ´ 1qsvprqn q
` pαn ´ 1qp´Ęαn`1suprqn ` ρn`1suprqn`1qpρnsvplqn´1 ` pαn ´ 1qsvplqn q‰
“ 1` p1´ αn ´
eiθpM
prq
n ` ĎM prqn q
4pĎM prqn ´ ĎM plqn q
“
ρnpe
´iθsvplqn´1qpsuprqn ´ svprqn q ` pαn ´ 1qpe´iθsvprqn qpsuplqn ´ svplqn q‰
“ 1´
M
prq
n ` ĎM prqnĎM prqn ´ ĎM plqn “
ĎM plqn `M prqnĎM plqn ´ ĎM prqn .
The first and second equalities follow from (A.13) and (A.14). The computation for sll is identical, except
for the fact that one uses the formulas in Lemma A.2 with the choice of k0 “ n ´ 1. The case when n is
odd is similar.
A Elements of the Weyl-Titchmarsh theory for CMV operators
In this section we review some formulas from the Weyl-Titchmarsh theory that will allow us to write the
Green’s function of C in terms of the m-functionsM pl{rqn which is required for the proof of Proposition 2.2.
All of the following may be found in [8].
Define the transfer matrix for z P CzBD,
T pz, kq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
1
ρk
˜
αk z
1{z Ďαk
¸
k odd,
1
ρk
˜Ďαk 1
1 αk
¸
k even.
Then, for z P CzBD and two sequences of complex numbers upzq “ tukpzqu and vpzq “ tvkpzqu,
TFAE (Lemma 2.2 in [8])
(i) ˆ
C 0
0 CT
˙ˆ
upzq
vpzq
˙
“ z
ˆ
upzq
vpzq
˙
(ii) ˆ
ukpzq
vkpzq
˙
“ T pz, kq
ˆ
uk´1pzq
vk´1pzq
˙
, k P Z (A.13)
We now define some special solutions of (i). For each z P CzBD and n P Z, let upl{rqpz, nq “
tu
pl{rq
k pz, nquk and vpl{rqpz, nq “ tv
pl{rq
k pz, nquk be the sequences satisfying
˜
u
pl{rq
n pz, nq
v
pl{rq
n pz, nq
¸
“
$’’’’&’’’’%
˜
´1`M
pl{rq
n pzq
1`M
pl{rq
n pzq
¸
n even,˜
z ` zM
pl{rq
n pzq
´1`M
pl{rq
n pzq
¸
n odd
(A.14)
and extended to all of Z by (ii) above. Then the M pl{rqn are the unique functions so that upl{rqpz, nq
and vpl{rqpz, nq are in Hpl{rqn (Theorem 2.18 of [8]). Similarly, we define the sequences pupl{rqpz, nq “
tpupl{rqk pz, nquk and pvpl{rqpz, nq “ tvpl{rqk pz, nquk by
˜pupl{rqn pz, nqpvpl{rqn pz, nq
¸
“
$’’’’&’’’%
˜
z ´ zxM pl{rqn pzq
1` xM pl{rqn pzqq
¸
n even,˜
1` xM pl{rqn pzqq
1´ xM pl{rqn pzq
¸
n odd
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and again extending by (ii). Then the xM pl{rqn are the unique functions s.t. pupl{rqpz, nq and pvpl{rqpz, nq are
in Hpl{rqn .
We require the following for the proof of Proposition 2.2 (this is Lemma 3.1 of [8]).
Lemma A.1. Fix k0 P Z. Then,
Gk,k1pzq “
p´1qk0`1
zpu
prq
k0
pz, k0qv
plq
k0
pz, nq ´ u
plq
k0
pz, k0qv
prq
k0
pz, k0qq
ˆ
#
u
plq
k pz, k0qv
prq
k1 pz, k0q k ă k
1 or k “ k1 odd
u
prq
k pz, k0qv
plq
k1 pz, k0q k ą k
1 or k “ k1 even
(A.15)
We also require the analog with the u’s, v’s and M ’s replaced by the pu’s, pv’s and xM ’s:
Lemma A.2. Fix k0 P Z. Then,
Gk,k1pzq “
p´1qk0`1
zppuprqk0 pz, k0qpvplqk0 pz, nq ´ puplqk0 pz, k0qpvprqk0 pz, k0qq
ˆ
#puplqk pz, k0qpvprqk1 pz, k0q k ă k1 or k “ k1 oddpuprqk pz, k0qpvplqk1 pz, k0q k ą k1 or k “ k1 even (A.16)
The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 3.1 of [8].
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